
water policy?
With increasing regional consumptive use 4 pressures on a surprisingly fragile Great

Lakes water supply', the de facto political strategy facmng the region's stakeholders has
evolved from a policy of blanket demial of out-of-basin diversions to one whose aim is to
ensure that new diversions do flot permnanently compromise the water levels necessary to
maintain the ecological integrity of the basin. Needless to say, this new political strategy is
considerably more complicated than the historical no diversion strategy and, consequently, is
the focus of this article.

Drawing upon past and current survey research and position papers of the various
stakeholders ini the Great Lakes basin as well as officiai correspondence, this article explores
the political dimensions of water diversion in order to identify politically acceptable criteria
for evaluating future water diversion proposais. In the process of identifying these criteria,
the author will explore the legal and political changes that have led to a political environiment
more likely to be sympathetie to diversion projects. Canada and Michigan, as the two
governimental entities most affected and thus most sensitive to diversion projects', will be
compared to determine how water diversion criteria can be crafted to meet their individual
and sometirnes divergent water diversion political strategies.

The Rise and Demnise of the Historie Great Lakes Anti Diversion Strategy

Before the approval of the Pleasant Prairie, Wisconsin, water diversion project in 1989,
the Great Lakes had only five existing diversions'. The five diversions have had a long
history associated with the development of the region and only two of them actually divert
water out of the basin. Despite the interstate and international nature of the Great Lakes and
thus the potential preemptive authority of the U.S. governiment, the riparian states of the Great
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constitute 45% of the total


